
         Date:11-01-2022 

 

 

Dear Guardians and Students of Classes X and XII of 2021-22 batch, 

 

I would like to wish you all a very happy and prosperous new year. I 

congratulate you all on successful completion of Term-1 examination in 

December 2021.  Your Term-2 examination (subjective) is most likely to be 

conducted in April 2022. I am very much proud and privileged to inform you all 

that 80 percent syllabus (both theory and practical) of Term 2 has been 

completed, rest 20 percent will be completed by the end of January 2022. We 

have noticed that number of students attending campus classes in January 2022 

are very less because of the increasing Covid infection in Guwahati city. So, we 

have decided to conduct the classes online looking at the safety of the students. 

Students are allowed to come to the campus for clearing their doubts (both 

theory and practical) and for submitting the assignments by taking prior 

appointment from the respective subject teachers. Phone numbers of the 

subject teachers are made available below. 

 I request all the guardians to keep constant monitoring for the preparation of 

Term-2 examination of your ward so that they put 100 percent effort for the 

preparation of Term-2 syllabus. The students have already made sufficient 

damage in Term-1 examination in terms of performance as Term-1 examination 

was a MCQ (new pattern for the students). We guarantee 100 percent support 

to the students in academics for Term-2 through online or offline till the 

examinations are conducted by CBSE, New Delhi. I like to suggest you to take 

the proper stream (combination of subjects) in future for undergraduate and XI 

respectively for X and XII according to your potentialities which is very 

important to make yourself employable in the future job market. 

I wish you all good luck and a successful academic and professional career in 

near future. 

 

Note: Link for Class XI admission (session 2022-23) will be provided soon. 

For any queries feel free to contact school office at: 9207046133/9207046128/8876066954 



Contact Numbers of respective subject teachers. 

 

                       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

With regards, 

 

 

Jugal Chandra Borah. 

Principal, 

Faculty Higher Secondary School, North Guwahati 

TEACHER NAME CONTACT NUMBER 

DILIP KR SARKAR 9954862416 

MADHUSMITA  
BHAGAWATI 

9864013342 

PADUM ADHIKARI 9957231298 

PALLABI DUTTA SARKAR 9854184043 

JYOTIREKHA HAZARIKA 9401953349 

GEETA ACHARJYA 9085667209 

HIRAMONI GOSWAMI 8876335407 

KHIROD ROY 9706940877 

NAYAN JYOTI THAKURIA 8638807255 

ANTARA BORAH 9957952339 

MOUMITA D MAZUMDER 9864416027 

ROHAN PRASAD  
BAROOAH 

9864118921 

JAYANTA KR DEKA 
 

7002138952 

DR. SHYAMAL KR DEY 9954209173 

PARITOSH SAHA 9864854927 

DR. REKHA CHOUDHURY 9864983443 

SOFIA KHATUN 9435012946 

KAKALI DEB 9435149855 

SUKHBINDER KAUR 9706081624 

MAMPI DUTTA BANIK 9864152171 

JUPITORA KALITA 9864059876 

BASAB BARUAH 8638062183 

ANNAYA DUTTA 9101975314 

DEEPANWITA BASU 7086086800 

CHAYAN DAS 8638070897 

MOUSHUMI DUTTA 7086818085 

MRIDULESH SARMA 9706419840 

RAKESH GOSWAMI 7002646175 

Syeda Nazma Akhtar 8134804196 


